Richard Talipsky of 79 Cromwell Drive.
Chairman of the Town’s Economic Development Committee.
Annual report to the Town Council as required by our by-laws.
This presentation was originally scheduled for December 10th but postponed at the
request of the Town Council.
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We have a complement of 14 of 15 authorized members that have exceptional and
diverse backgrounds that range from business and community leaders, realtors and
developers, engineers and a high school student.
Gary Gump is our Vice Chairman
and Bob Hamilton is our Secretary. Our officers have been re-elected to serve
another one year term.
(Introduce each member present)
Our Director of Business Development, Bill Clark, is an ex-officio member of our
committee.
We have appreciated the advice and counsel of our previous Town Council liaisons
Jeff Plumb, Keith Hamilton and Jim Seveney and glad to have Jim and Keith back
as our liaisons.
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Our 15 minute presentation tonight will provide and over view of the tax base, and
where we think it is headed, an assessment of the economic health of the town an
update of our work and plans for next year and a summary of the work of our
Business Development Director.
I am sure you will have many questions. We would like address them at dedicated
workshop to provide you more information.
We have provided you a lot of details in the backup slides.
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This shows the growth in assessed value for the past four years. The detailed data is
back in backup slide 28. (2007 was a revaluation year) It shows the dramatic
percentage of traditional residence valuation compared to other sources. Of $3.7
billion total this years just over $3 Billion is in traditional residential properties ( or
better put – our “year-round” citizens). Total assessment was up about 3.3 percent.
Recreational residential was up just over 48 percent with the occupancy authority
for the Carnegie Abbey Tower.
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This is a graph that we first showed in our January 2001 presentation. It shows the
continual erosion of business base valuation as a percent of total during the last
decade of the last century.
The Town’s business development initiative, proposed by the EDC and adopted
by the Town in 2001, placed a focus on revenue-positive development and stopped
the bleeding on the decline.
Without the affect of revaluation, commercial valuation percentages have
stayed just about constant since 2002.
We have broken out recreational-residential property since 2005. Right now that
adds
dd almost
l
t 8%.
8% We
W have
h
defined
d fi d Recreational-Residential
R
ti l R id ti l properties
ti as those
th
who
h
have a property tax payers address of record at a non-RI address and no registered
voter at that property address (That is, no full time renter).
As I said before, the sharp rise in Rec-Res properties in 2009 is primarily due to the
Carnegie Abbey Tower coming on line.
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Slide 5
JP1

Update to 12/31/10 data
John Palmieri, 10/20/2010

As we have noted in previous reports, on average, traditional residential property
taxes are revenue negative in that they pay less than the services that the Town
provides in return.
On the other hand, Commercial properties, privately owned open space and
those residences that we term “recreational-residential” are “Revenue Positive” in
that they command less in services than they pay in property taxes.
The bottom line is that for every 14 traditional residences we build, we need to
build one commercial building the size of the Renova (old Quadrax) building in the
business park to offset the revenue loss.
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In 2001, the PEDC embarked on initiatives to reverse that trend with a goal to return to a
residential levy of near 80% - a percentage that had not been seen since the early 1980s.
Over time several initiatives have developed; first we worked to stop the decline in the
commercial tax base by focusing on commercial marketing with a Director of Business
Development;
We embraced the notion of revenue-positive tax sources (those that pay more in taxes than
they demand in services) This led us to champion rec-res development and privately-owned
open space; We started tracking recreational-residential development in 2004.
Regardless of the changing strategies and emphasis the objective has always been the same
- to
t reduce
d
the
th tax
t burden
b d on the
th Town
T
residents.
id t
Looking at the percentage of the total property tax revenue stream, you can see here the
reduction of the percentage burden of the total property taxes paid by those all-year round
Portsmouth citizens as a result of commercial and rec-res properties.
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Looking at it another way, if you take into account the revenue negative effect of traditional
residences, you can see the off-setting effect of commercial and recreational-residential
properties in easing that loss.
Tax rates
2005 = 10.35
10 35
2006 = 10.95
2007 = 11.38,
2008 = 10.84,
2009 = 11.27
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The bigg qquestion is where the “Revenue Positive” ppercentage
g is
heading.
Without the Town having any specific long-range plan, and in
this troubled economy, this is real hard prediction.
This is the same forecast we presented in Dec. 2008, updated
with actuals through Dec 2009
2009. We expect commercial growth
percentage remain constant between about 9 and 10 % of total
assessment.
We expect the recreational-residential base to continue to be
the chief contributor to the “revenue-positive” growth of the tax
base as it has since 2006
base,
2006. The majority of this development will be
within the Carnegie, Weyerhaeuser and Weaver Cove
developments. We believe that as the economy recovers,
reinvestment in these properties will take the lead.
We don’t expect any appreciable development of the Navy lands
(T k Farms
(Tank
F
1 & 2) before
b f
2020.
2020
However, this is just an educated guess. The answer to this
question is what we are doing as part of our strategic planning
process.
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Recreational-Residential properties increased by over 48% and their contribution
was almost 8% (most of those are O’Neil Carnegie Tower Properties).
We believe that our Business Development initiative with Bill Clark at its center is
critical to holding the commercial base, but we need to do more – specific financial
development objectives that can focus the activities of the Town
That is what we plan to tackle as we continue our Strategic Planning Process.
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As we have showed you during our economic strategic planning work, and the
Town’s historical spending profile, until 2005 we had generally kept up with our
budget growth with increased property taxes and State and Federal Aid. Since the
enactment of the property tax cap legislation (called “3050” from the bill number or
“Paiva-Weed for the bill’s lead author), we are limited in the amount we can
increase property taxes each year. State Aid took a step drop this past year, by
current forecasts, will go down.
All these numbers use a 1.5% inflation.
This chart assumes a 1.5% annual increase in the Town’s future budget
Spending
S
di reductions
d ti
iin th
the pastt year’s
’ bbudget
d t hhave iincluded
l d d “d
“defered”
f d” spending
di tto
future years. So, we included a $500K deferment in each of the future year’s
budgets.
This also assumes that we generate no new revenue sources and current annual
revenues remain the same.
Any moderation in spending is assumed to be items in the budget that we previously
judged as “needed” for the town and were dropped (or ‘defered’) . (i.e., some town
entity of group of people “suffered” as a result of the reduction.)
If we continue this process of even a moderate reduction in spending compared to
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A bit more simply, even though we have made hard cuts in recent budgets, the
budget gap between the property tax levy and the budget has not significantly
closed.
In cutting our expenditures, we have made some cuts that are deferrals of items in
the budget. If there deferrals turn out to be items merely “pushed to the right” they
must be addressed is subsequent years. Perhaps at a higher cost.
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So, although the rate of budget growth has slowed, our conclusions remain the same
as last year. Action is needed on the full range of alternatives to achieve both cost
reductions and revenue growth to fill that GAP.
There is a short list of alternatives.
T do
To
d that
th t we needd a long-range
l
economic
i plan.
l The
Th PEDC’s
PEDC’ Economic
E
i Strategic
St t i
Planning Process aims at identifying the alternatives and, from these, developing
plans to improve economic health.
With the increased cost of those critical and essential needs, we anticipate that a
shortfall of $1M to $1.5 to be the forecast in the next ten years. (that is a 1.5 – 2 %
costt due
d to
t inflated
i fl t d prices)
i )
The real answer is to generate more net positive revenue, by operating each town
entity as an enterprise to identify those that traditionally operate at a deficit and
mitigate that deficit while gaining the most revenue from those enterprises that are
town money-makers by being innovative in our approach.
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Looking at a budget shortfall each year, here are some ways how we can fill the gap
with positive revenue. Let’s look at a $100K chunk.
Commercial property is the good answer because we get a net positive 73 cents for
every $1 of taxes, but we are barely holding the existing commercial base. Rec-Res
offers less, but it has been and is expected to be a growth area for the Town. “Other
sources” unfortunately often mean (but not necessarily) new fees on residents and
businesses.
The best way is to generate revenue because each $100K of net revenue equals that
same $100K in tax burden.
For example
F
l the
th $225K revenue ffrom th
the WTG last
l t is
i the
th equivalent
i l t off about
b t $20
million of taxable property.
In looking at making up a $Million, there is no one way that can, in the short term,
do it by itself.
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Using all three methods, we must set goals in a three-pronged approach to filling the
gap. This slide shows some example ways the Town could generate $ 1 Million in
new revenue.
1. Use our Town assets to our advantage in gaining new revenue.
2. We must business friendly such that clean, high tech unobtrusive corporations
want to come here and also create a balance with our resort and summer
communities to maintain the quality of our town.
3. The bottom line is that we need to be innovative in bringing in Out-of Town
dollars to our community.
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The principles, goals and policies of our Strategic Planning process (shown on this
slide) remain unchanged, but in late 2009 and 2010 we focused on a near term
economic strategic objective. Backup slides show our strategic planning process
progression.
The principles are based on:
•

Economic Vitality

•

Community Quality and

•

Affordability

With a goal of reducing the tax burden on our year-round citizens who built our
town.
We need to build a consensus on what is needed, and identify actions to make it
happen and avoid roadblocks along the way.
We have many assets that we can leverage by smart growth to achieve our goals.
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Our Near term action must be focused on jump starting our economy to enter the recovery
at best speed.
Town Council involvement, leadership, understanding of the issues and setting priorities as
top where invest our limited assets
W mustt leverage
We
l
our currentt assets
t andd turn
t
them
th into
i t economic
i success stories
t i andd
address the weaknesses that will try to threaten attainment of our goals

The plan is detailed in the backup slides. There are a number of reports and projects that
will require careful analysis in early 2011 to see how they may affect our town – Examples
of things that need in-depth study are: the AIPC Transportation Study Report, the West Side
Shuttle Train Station project; and the Market analysis of the JFK Carrier project among
many others. The PEDC is glad to be back at full strength and committed to be active in
these analyses to provide complete and balanced information and recommendations that
work towards the best outcomes for Portsmouth.
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To know if our policies are working we’ll need SMART metrics. They must
measure our progress against other RI municipalities, other New England States and
the Nation.
Our economic recovery must be underpinned by bringing in wealth from outside
while making our citizens prosper in a quality environment.
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Here is an overview of our projects for the past year. We have provided
amplifying information in backup material a following the main slides in your
package and I will only cover each of these very briefly.
•Sustainable Energy – we complete the wind turbine project and turned over
management to the Asst Town Planner. We are an active member in the East Bay
Energy Consortium. Gary Gump and I have provided presentations to many nearby
communities on our wind energy project.
-We provided an in-depth review of the former Albin property.
- As part of our economic strategy process we have leveraged the effectiveness of
our web site in providing information and being a vehicle by which to do our
periodic surveys to gain public input on issues.
-We have continued our Business Development Initiative that is centered around our
Director of Business Development
p
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We will continue our sustainable energy initiative while a separate committee
manages constructing the Wind Turbine. Trying to get better terms on energy we
sell back to the grid is at the top of the list since that with further enhance the
economic return from our wind turbine.
What’s next – we are shifting our focus to the consumption side to look at how
conservation can cause revenue generation.
We will continue to provide economic impact of Town issues.
Continue supporting the near term (2010-2012) plan
We strongly endorse continuing the Business Development Initiative of which the
Business Development Director is key.
And we’ll move on to the next phase in out strategic panning process.
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The center of our Business Development Initiative in our Director of Business
Development and I would like to turn over the discussion to Bill Clark.
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We have now made the investment into a Portsmouth EDC site to better provide a
forum that is easily updated with information as we continue our strategic planning
process.
We strongly endorse the upgrade of our Town’ web site at the earliest opportunity.
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Our membership has diverse backgrounds. Members are experts in a wide variety
of competencies.
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Here are the certified numbers for Dec 31, 2009 as compared to 2008. $99M of the
$125M increase in total net assessed value is driven by the (Rec-Res) Carnegie
Tower; however $43M of this assessment as been disputed by the developer. RecRes is the fastest growing part of the tax base and now contributes almost 8% to the
tax base; if the protest were upheld it would still be 6.7%. The commercial (CIUT)
is flat at just under 10%. Of note is the increase in MV valuation due to a change in
the threshold for MV value being lowered and the increase in the purchase of new
vehicles.
vehicles
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Economic Indicator Data Sources
Resident labor force- RI Statewide Planning & RI Dept. of Labor & Training
Private business employment- RI Dept. of Labor & Training
Median household income- - RI Dept. of Labor & Training
Home values- http://realestate.aol.com/Portsmouth-RI-real-estate
Average wages- RI Dept. of Labor & Training
Comments
Missing is a good indicator of Portsmouth business activity
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The process builds on the Phase I report. Phase 2 started in March and April with two
professionally facilitated workshops and an on-line survey to validate our Phase I work and
guide the way ahead in determining how to build on our strengths and opportunities and
counter the weaknesses and threats to the Town’s economic health. We had wide community
participation 400+ participants- (116 workshops; 286 survey): over 650 community
manhours of thought and participation; generated many ideas, suggestions and workshop
and survey consensus rankings. summarized in the backup slides. We raised over $6,000 in
donations to fund the work.
work
“How”- what policies and actions to achieve the objectives
“What”- what resources and means to make it happen
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Purpose achieve consensus vs strictly statistical assessment
•Vote 1st & 2nd priority (From list developed at meeting included Ph 1 SWOT & more- 19
Ops; 40 W & Ts; 31 S.
•Allocate green dots to top priorities
•Also brainstorm on other SWOTS, ideas and solutions- list of 25
Opps Tourism- recreational also
EDC is Working- All 3 ops;high business cost weakness; Top threat- get more revenues
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EDC working- Critical exp- Business growth
Essential Exp- smart growth & revenue generation
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General validation of SWOT. Also respondents took the time to provide 277 comments and
suggestions.
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